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Control of defect processes in photovoltaic materials is essential for realising high-efficiency 

solar cells and related optoelectronic devices. The concentrations of native defects and 

extrinsic dopants tune the Fermi level and enable semiconducting p-n junctions; however, 

fundamental limits to doping exist in many compounds. Optical transitions involving defect 

states can enhance photocurrent generation through sub-bandgap absorption; however, 

such states are often responsible for carrier trapping and non-radiative recombination 

events that limit open-circuit voltage. Many classes of materials – including metal oxides, 

chalcogenides, and halides – are being examined for next-generation solar energy 

applications, and each technology faces distinct challenges that could benefit from point 

defect engineering. We review the evolution in point defect behaviour from Si-based 

photovoltaics to thin-film CdTe and Cu(In,Ga)Se2 technologies, through to the latest 

generation halide perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) and kesterite (Cu2ZnSnS4) devices. We focus on 

the chemical bonding that underpins the defect chemistry, and the atomistic processes 

associated with the photophysics of charge carrier generation, trapping, and recombination 

in solar cells. Finally, we outline general principles to enable defect control in complex 

semiconducting materials. 
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An understanding of defects and defect processes is necessary to enable functionality and control 

efficiency in semiconductor devices1,2. For applications in light conversion – including solar cells 

and solar fuels – photo-generated electrons and holes must have lifetimes sufficient for collection 

or reaction before recombination occurs. On one hand, defects in semiconducting materials can 

limit the transport (mobility and diffusion lengths) of charge carriers, while on the other hand they 

are important for tuning the carrier concentrations and Fermi level for realising p-type (hole 

conducting) and n-type (electron conducting) materials. The formation of defects that introduce 

levels deep (>> kBT) in the bandgap of a photovoltaic semiconductor should generally be avoided. 

Such levels can be formed intrinsically or extrinsically and can trap electrons or holes, resulting in 

lower carrier extraction efficiency. Each photovoltaic technology shares the same fundamental 

principle of light-to-electricity conversion, but can feature distinct defect processes (see Table 1). 

Here, we review the defect chemistry and physics of a range of photovoltaic materials from an 

elemental semiconductor to multi-component compound semiconductors and hybrid organic-

inorganic compounds. We link the underlying crystal structures and chemical bonding to trends in 

defect formation energy and concentrations, optical levels, and electron-hole recombination rates. 

We show how the requirements for defect tolerance and control have evolved from Si to thin-film 

CdTe and Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) technologies, through to the latest generation of perovskite 

and kesterite solar cells. 

Classification of point defects 

The statistical mechanics of defects in crystalline materials has been studied for almost a century. 

The atoms in crystalline materials form a regular lattice, but it was realised by Frenkel3 that in 

thermal equilibrium a number of atoms will leave their regular sites. Starting from a perfect crystal, 

such a process creates two point defects: an interstitial defect and the associated atomic vacancy, 

which may be in neutral or charged states. Taking the example of CdTe and using the standard 

notation 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑠𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 , the formation of a charged tellurium Frenkel pair (VTe2+ + Tei2−) 

can be written as: 

TeTe0 → VTe2+ + Tei2− 

where the reactants (left-hand side) represent two atomic sites in the perfect crystal, and the product 

(right-hand side) contains a charged vacancy and interstitial involving the Te anion. Site vacancies 
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and interstitials are two of the most common point defects, in addition to antisites such 

as the [Cu𝑍𝑛− + ZnCu+ ] complex common in Cu2ZnSnS4. Using the notation developed by Kröger 

and Vink, the relative effective charges are given using dots (positive), dashes (negative) and 

crosses (neutral)4, e.g. VTe2+ ≡ VTe∙∙ . 

The concentration of a given point defect in a material at equilibrium is determined by its free 

energy of formation (see Box 1), which in turn depends on the chemical potentials of the system 

including the growth environment (atomic chemical potentials) and the Fermi level (electronic 

chemical potential). The atomic chemical potentials can be controlled, for example, using the 

temperature and partial pressure of sulphur vapours in the chamber for the synthesis of CIGS thin 

films.  

The enthalpic cost of point defect formation typically falls in the range 0–10 eV, with 

concentrations ranging from 1015–1020 cm-3, with the high end of the range corresponding to an 

imperfection of around 1 in every 100 lattice sites. The defect formation energy can become 

negative in the case of materials that favour non-stoichiometry such as copper telluride (Cu2-xTe), 

which is used as a back electrical contact in some CdTe device architectures. There is a well-

developed theoretical framework for calculating the energetics of defect formation, which has 

evolved from classical simulations5 to modern first-principles techniques including those based on 

density functional theory (DFT)6. A given point defect can exist in a variety of charge states, and 

may transition between them by exchanging electrons or holes with the valence or conduction 

bands of the semiconductor host. A classification of the various defect levels in semiconductors is 

given in Box 2. 

Point defects are not necessarily static in the lattice, but diffuse with a rate that is limited by the 

activation energy for solid-state diffusion. Ion transport can proceed according to a variety of 

mechanisms that includes vacancy and interstitial-mediated diffusion. The self-diffusion 

coefficient of Si is ~10-16 cm2/sec (1000 °C, slow process),7 while Cd diffuses at ~10-9 cm2/sec in 

CdTe (1000 °C),8 Cu diffuses up to 10-8 cm2/sec in CuInSe2,8 and > 10-5 cm2/sec in Si (380 °C, 

fast process)9. In a working solar cell, built-in electric fields can further enhance the diffusion rates 

(ion drift and electromigration), and in severe cases can give rise to hysteresis – a dependence of 

the history of the device – in the current-voltage response10.  
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The identification of point defects in materials is challenging owing to their dilute concentrations, 

which are beyond the resolution of most standard materials characterisation techniques (e.g. X-ray 

diffraction). The assignment of particular signals often requires a multi-technique approach with 

experimental analysis assisted by theory and simulation. Point defects can be probed optically (e.g. 

photoluminescence and photoconductivity), thermally (e.g. deep-level transient spectroscopy and 

thermally-stimulated conductivity), vibrationally (e.g. through infra-red and Raman spectroscopy), 

and magnetically (e.g. electron-spin resonance). Even in well-studied optoelectronic materials 

including ZnO and GaN, the atomic origin of specific defect luminescence features remains the 

subject of on-going research and debate11. Sub-bandgap defect levels reported in a range of 

photovoltaic materials are summarised in Table 2, showing that the defect levels are widely 

distributed within the bandgap. As discussed below for each technology, innovative procedures 

have been developed for avoiding the most detrimental of these defects in order to realise efficient 

light-to-electricity conversion in operating solar cells. 

Silicon  

Silicon is one of the most abundant chemical elements. It naturally forms a face-centred-cubic 

diamond structure (space group 𝐹𝑑3𝑚 , see Figure 1a) with tetrahedral local coordination 

environments around each atom. Crystalline Si has a strongly indirect bandgap of 1.12 eV at 300 

K with lighter hole (0.15 me) than electron (0.19 me) effective masses12. The associated relative 

dielectric constant is approximately 12 at room temperature12. In tetrahedral elemental 

semiconductors, it is common to describe the bonding in terms of the overlap of s and p atomic 

orbitals forming sp3 hybrid orbitals, with the valence band composed of bonding combinations, 

and the conduction band consisting of the corresponding antibonding combinations.  

Si solar cells represent a mature photovoltaic technology13,14, and thus many aspects of point 

defects have been thoroughly investigated and documented over the past 60 years. In this section, 

we introduce some essential features of defect engineering in Si photovoltaics, which can be 

potentially transferred to emerging photovoltaic technologies. For a more comprehensive 

overview of defect processes in Si, a number of good reviews are available15,16. 

Doping efficiency of a potential photovoltaic material is critical as some photovoltaic cell 

architectures require both n-type and p-type semiconductors to form a p-n or p-i-n junction. Si has 

ideal impurities in the form of boron (electron acceptor) and phosphorous (electron donor), which 
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are shallow dopants for p-type and n-type behaviour, respectively. Thus homo-junction p-n Si solar 

cells are readily achieved. Both types of wafers are available; however, p-type wafers have been 

widely used as B has higher segregation coefficient than P, making it advantageous to obtain a 

spatially homogeneous doping profile14. Diffusivity and diffusion mechanisms of dopants have 

been thoroughly analysed as the front n-type or p-type regions are made by phosphorous and boron 

diffusion, respectively16. 

Recombination rates must be controlled to achieve long lifetime of electrons and holes to extract 

photo-generated carriers. A range of recombination processes for photo-generated electrons and 

holes are summarised in Box 3. The challenge for Si has been the suppression of non-radiative 

losses including defect-induced deep-level (Shockley-Read-Hall, SRH) and surface recombination 

pathways17–19. Radiative and Auger recombination coefficients are intrinsic properties of a 

material, leaving less room for improvement. While Auger recombination only becomes 

significant at high injection levels (light intensity) for direct bandgap materials, due to the strongly 

indirect bandgap of Si (low radiative recombination rate), Auger processes limit the theoretical 

maximum device efficiency to around 29% under 1-sun illumination20. 

Careful control of surface passivation has been necessary in Si solar cells to realise practical large-

area high-efficiency devices18,19. From an atomistic perspective, low-coordinated Si atoms at the 

Si surface have amphoteric dangling bonds that introduce a half-occupied deep level in the 

bandgap21,22. These deep levels can be chemically passivated by hydrogen atoms23, which can be 

supplied from a hydrogenated silicon nitride layer14,19 or amorphous Si13. Further migration of H 

into bulk region can neutralise shallow dopants; interstitial H acts as a donor and acceptor in p-

type and n-type Si, respectively24. Besides hydrogen passivation, surface electron-hole 

recombination also can be reduced by using a fixed charge in the dielectric layer, which repels one 

type of carrier and attract the other14,25, reducing the rate of SRH recombination19.  

Impurity control is essential in Si as many common unintentional metal impurities are detrimental 

to the photovoltaic efficiency15,26–28. The thermal stability of impurities and their electrical 

properties have been thoroughly documented29–31. Low-cost solar-grade Si wafers generally have 

higher concentration of recombination centres (metal concentration < 200 ppbw) as compared to 

electronics-grade Si (< 2 ppbw)32–35. The solubility and diffusivity of transition metals measured 

by several techniques shows an increasing trend from Ti to Cu27,28,36,37. Defect levels of metal 
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impurities have been investigated by both spectroscopic methods26,28,36,38–42 and quantum 

mechanical simulations43,44. The most detrimental impurities can be removed from the material 

using various processing techniques (e.g. gettering and control of precipitates)32,37,45,46.  

Given the long history of Si research, the understanding and assignment of defects has evolved 

over time. Re-evaluation of defect processes using state-of-the art techniques can challenge 

accepted understanding, for example, as shown in the study of Ni diffusivity in Si where estimates 

of the solid-state diffusion barrier decreased from 0.47 eV to 0.15 eV47. From a theoretical 

perspective, most initial simulations of defects processes in Si relied on approximate methods. The 

first wave of DFT calculations based on the local density approximation (LDA) suffered from 

large errors in structure and bandgaps, which required a posteriori correction schemes. The 

fundamental properties of point and complex defects are being revisited using advanced methods 

– including hybrid DFT functionals that incorporate a fraction of exact Hartree-Fock exchange to 

address electron self-interaction, and many-body GW theory to include quasi-particle excitations 

– to remove bandgap underestimation and thus allow the calculated defect levels to be directly 

compared to measured values44,48. Recent studies have further shown that migration barriers in Si 

can be predicted with smaller errors using recently developed DFT exchange-correlation 

functionals44,49,50.  

Device aging and lifetime effects in solar cells often involve the role of chemical impurities and 

point defect processes over longer timescales, in particular for light-induced degradation (LID) 

and potential-induced degradation (PID). Control of the defects responsible for device degradation 

is of key importance for Si-based technologies as they have already achieved high-efficiency in 

large-area devices51. A well-documented mechanism is boron-oxygen LID, which is mainly 

observed in B-doped Czochralski (cz) grown Si52–54. Typical cz-Si samples contain oxygen 

impurities of around 1018 cm-3, much higher as compared to float-zone Si as quartz crucibles are 

used in the manufacture. Various models have been suggested and examined to explain the 

degradation phenomena; however, there is no consensus on the atomistic process52–54. Substitution 

of Ga for B is found to be beneficial, but Ga has a worse segregation coefficient in Si than B52. 

The degradation rate can be relieved by using SiNx with low x or by substituting soda-lime glass 

with other glass compositions14. Many high-efficiency Si solar cells are now based on n-type Si55–

57, which is free from this degradation pathway52.  
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Copper is responsible for another LID mechanism, and substitutional Cu and/or precipitated Cu 

clusters are suggested to be responsible for the degradation7. It can be removed by negative corona 

discharge on the wafer surfaces to attract positively charged Cu ions and subsequent etching of the 

Cu-rich surface layer58.  

Sodium-contaminated stacking faults (SFs) has been linked to a PID of shunting type. Positively 

charged Na ions drift from soda-lime glass or surface of SiNx towards the SiNx/Si interface due to 

the electric field and Na contaminated SFs are formed under long-term device operation59. 

Contaminated SFs can serve as channels for charge carrier transport, resulting in reduced shunt 

resistance, which lowers the efficiency (open-circuit voltage and fill factor) of a solar cell. The 

degraded cells can be partially recovered by out-diffusion of Na driven by thermal energy or the 

application of a reverse-bias voltage59. 

Cadmium telluride  

CdTe is a compound semiconductor that also adopts a face-centred cubic crystal structure 

(zincblende, space group 𝐹4̅3𝑚, see Figure 1c). The material has a bandgap of 1.48 eV at 300 K 

with electron and hole effective masses below 0.15 me, making it ideal for single-junction solar 

cell applications12. The formal electronic configuration of Cd2+ 4d105s0 and Te2- 5s25p6 suggest an 

upper valence band formed of Te 5p orbitals, and a lower conduction band formed of Cd 5s orbitals, 

as found in band structure calculations60. The polarity of the Cd-Te bond (optical phonon modes 

above 4 THz) results in a significant difference between the high-frequency relative dielectric 

constant of 7.1 and the low-frequency (or static) relative dielectric constant of 10.4. 

CdTe solar cells have more fundamental problems than Si; in particular, related to low doping 

efficiency and high electron-hole recombination rates61–67. Currently, the best CdTe devices are 

based on a p-type CdTe/n-type CdS heterojunction, and one concern is whether a high enough hole 

concentration can be achieved in CdTe thin-films. The dominant intrinsic acceptor defect in CdTe 

is the Cd vacancy (VCd), and the associated acceptor level is deep around 0.4 eV according to 

recent hybrid-DFT (HSE) calculations67–70 (see Figure 2). Higher concentrations of the ionised Cd 

vacancy defect can be in principle achieved if CdTe is grown under Cd-poor and Te-rich conditions, 

and can be further enhanced if the layer is grown at high temperature and subsequently quenched71. 

The formation energy of defects with different charge states were used to estimate the net hole 
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concentration, which is limited to around 1015 cm-3 unless there are additional dopants present67. 

Extrinsic p-type dopants are necessary to enhance the hole concentration of CdTe. 

Obvious candidates for p-type doping are Group 1 or Group 11 elements substituting for Cd, and 

Group 15 elements substituting Te72,73, for example:  CdCd0 +Cu(s) → CuCd− + ℎ+ + Cd(s)  

TeTe0 +As(s) → AsTe− + ℎ+ + Te(s)  

Experimentally, Cu has been used as an acceptor dopant in the material74. The formation energy 

of CuCd defect is sufficiently low (for high solubility), and its acceptor level is found to be 

shallower than that of VCd (for efficient ionisation)67,70. Cu impurities can be incorporated in the 

form of interstitials, which are electron donors; however, their relative concentration can be 

modulated by controlling the atomic chemical potentials67. However, CuCd defects can capture a 

significant amount of minority electron carriers as the Cu concentration increases (capture cross 

section ~10-16 cm-2)75–77. Therefore, the concentration and doping profile should be carefully 

controlled62 through knowledge of their diffusion mechanism and pathways78. On the other hand, 

doping of group 15 elements (P and As) has been attempted experimentally65 as they can introduce 

shallow acceptor levels when coordinated tetrahedrally67,79.  

It has been predicted that PTe and AsTe can be converted to a deep donor that acts to limit the doping 

efficiency, which is termed an AX centre67,79. AX centres involve breaking of two nearest-

neighbour bonds and forming a new bond between the impurity and a neighbouring Te atom. The 

AX centre is thus formed when the electronic energy gain is higher than the energy cost to break 

the bonds67,79. The self-compensation can be partly overcome by non-equilibrium growth; a hole 

density as high as 1017 cm-3 was predicted to be achievable under certain conditions67,79. Group 1 

elements have the potential to enhance hole concentrations when CdTe is grown under Te-rich 

conditions owing to the increased stability of the substitutional form as compared to interstitials67. 

Doping efficiency is one problem, and short minority carrier lifetime is another in CdTe solar cells. 

Photo-generated electron and hole lifetime is an important material parameter to achieve high-

efficiency devices. Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements have shown that the 

open-circuit voltage (VOC) generally increases with lifetime in CdTe devices76. DFT calculations 

(generalised-gradient approximation with the PBE functional) suggested that the Te vacancy acts 
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as the major recombination centre63,80, whose formation can be suppressed when the CdTe 

absorber layer is grown under Te-rich conditions. However, carrier lifetime measured by two-

photon excitation TRPL measurements is longer in CdTe grown under Cd-rich conditions61. Bulk 

recombination can be more accurately captured by two-photon excitation (2PE) than one-photon 

excitation (1PE) as 1PE TRPL is sensitive to surface recombination61,76,81. Hybrid-DFT (HSE) 

calculations helped to resolve this contradiction as VTe is confirmed to be a shallow defect and Te 

antisite defect (TeCd) becomes the deep-level recombination centre to be avoided61,67. This series 

of studies again emphasises that defects should be examined by computational methods that are 

free from large bandgap and delocalisation errors. Deep levels in CdTe are well documented 

experimentally82–87; however, the atomistic origins of many defects remain unassigned and the 

measured values vary considerably84. 

If electron-hole recombination is sufficiently reduced in the bulk material, then recombination at 

extended defects (grain boundaries (GBs), surfaces, and interfaces) becomes essential to improve 

the performance of CdTe solar cells66,88. It has been shown that Te-rich surfaces exhibit higher 

surface recombination velocity than stoichiometric or Cd-rich surfaces. Dangling bonds and/or 

dimerised octet-rule-violating (Te-Te) bonds were suspected to be origin of faster surface 

recombination64, which are also formed at extended defects67,89,90. In polycrystalline 

semiconductors, GBs are generally harmful to the device efficiency because of fast non-radiative 

recombination;91 however, polycrystalline CdTe solar cells exhibit higher solar conversion 

efficiencies than monocrystalline CdTe solar cells89,92–94. GBs can exist in a wide variety of forms, 

but certain configurations are lower in energy to form95. Theoretical studies suggest that deep 

levels formed at GBs act as recombination centers,95,96 showing an atomistic similarity to the Te-

on-Cd antisite point defect61,97. 

Chloride treatment, especially CdCl2, has been widely used to activate CdTe, but the microscopic 

processes are still in debate with a number of proposed models98–100. CdCl2 treatment improves 

carrier lifetime81,91,101,102, which could originate from the passivation of interface states74,103 and/or 

GBs90,96, band bending at GBs89,92, elimination of deep levels85,104, and removal of stacking 

faults100,105. Recently Barnard et al. reported that the chloride treatment reduces surface, interface, 

and GB recombination using three-dimensional 2PE-TRPL microscopy81, Consistent with these 

findings, large-grain polycrystalline CdTe without the CdCl2 treatment was found to have long 

carrier lifetime102, while CdCl2 treatment increases the grain size94,99. Origin of the increased 
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lifetime at the GBs could be due to band bending at GBs89,92 or passivation of GBs by impurity 

segregation96. In one model, Cl ions segregate to the GBs and form ClTe defects, which donate one 

electron either to the conduction band (free carriers) or deep gap states (trapped carriers) and 

become positively charged89. Such positively charged ions bend bands, forming local p-n junctions, 

and thus charge separation is enhanced.  

Certain extended defects can be passivated by Cu and Cl impurity incorporation96. On the other 

hand, sulfur incorporation could be also responsible for the less detrimental GBs. Increase of the 

lifetime is higher near the CdTe/CdS junction81, where the S concentration is higher because of 

inter-diffusion106–108. It was shown that sulphur atoms mostly reside at the GBs101, and that can 

result in less detrimental GB as S-Te or S-S octet-rule-violating bonds induce a shallower anti-

bonding level than Te-Te bonds90. MgCl2 treatment was also suggested for the aims of reducing 

the cost and increasing the environmental benefit109, whereas CdCl2 is advantageous to incorporate 

Cl more easily because of a smaller bond dissociation energy108. 

Chalcopyrites  

Following the single component (Si) and dual component (CdTe) materials, CuInSe2 (CIS) is a 

ternary semiconductor that also adopts a diamond-related crystal structure (see Figure 1e). The 

chalcopyrite mineral structure features roughly tetrahedral coordination environments, but the 

tetragonal lattice (space group 𝐼4̅2𝑑) allows for additional internal distortions of the Se atoms 

(crystal field splitting). The formal electronic configuration of Cu+ 3d104s0,  In3+ 5s05p0  and Se2- 

4s24p6 suggests an upper valence band formed of Cu 3d and Se 4p orbitals, and a lower conduction 

band formed of In 5s and Cu 4s orbitals, as found in early band structure calculations110. The 

material has a bandgap of 1.01 eV at 300 K, but often the Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGS) solid-solution 

is used to tune the optical response: chemical substitution of In by Ga (and Se by S) widens the 

bandgap. The relative dielectric constants of CuInSe2 are 8.5 (9.5c) for high-frequency and 15.2 

(16.0c) for the static limit are approximately 20% larger than those of Si and CdTe12.  

CIGS represents another promising thin-film solar cell technology, which is currently available on 

the market111. Photovoltaic conversion efficiency exceeding 20% has been achieved by careful 

defect process engineering. As a multi-component system, the defect processes in CIGS are more 

complicated than for Si or CdTe, and direct assignment of electronic and optical signatures to 

specific point defects becomes even more difficult.  
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Firstly, CIGS thin-films are self-doped p-type by intrinsic defects, without extrinsic impurities 

such as B and P employed in Si. The Cu vacancy (VCu) is responsible for p-type doping, whose 

acceptor level is shallow and formation energy is low112–115. CuCu0 → VCu− + ℎ+ + Cu(s) . 
Recent calculations116,117 highlighted that Cu antisites (CuIn and CuGa) may also substantially 

contribute to p-type doping. While Cu(In,Ga) is predicted to be a deeper acceptor than VCu, Cu(In, Ga) 

is expected to be more abundant for materials processed under Cu-rich conditions.  

Isolated InCu and GaCu antisite defects have deep donor levels in the bandgap, which can trap 

minority carriers (electrons)113,114. However, experiments118,119 revealed that CIGS exhibits 

excellent electronic properties even for heavy off-stoichiometry. Defect-defect interactions are 

largely responsible for the defect tolerance of CIGS, with several models proposed. The formation 

of defect complexes involving InCu and VCu has been predicted to remove deep levels in the 

bandgap113,114. The high binding energy indicates that VCu tends to form aggregates with antisite 

defects, turning the deep donors into electrically benign defect complexes, for example: 2VCu− + InCu2+ → [2VCu− + InCu2+]0 

Under grossly off-stoichiometric conditions, defect complexes give rise to the formation of n-type 

ordered defect compounds (ODC) at the near surface region113,114. The CIGS/ODC interface forms 

a high-quality p-n heterojunction120. The good lattice match between CIGS and off-stoichiometric 

ODC prevents carrier trap forming at the interface. The electronic band alignment does not produce 

an electron barrier and serves to maximise the open-circuit voltage. Thus, the favourable 

optoelectronic properties of non-stoichiometric CIGS can be attributed to the formation of ODC. 

On the other hand, a recent hybrid-DFT study117 argued that the binding energy of [2VCu− + InCu2+] 
is not large enough to be responsible for this effect; their calculated binding energy of 0.3 eV is 

smaller than previous reports. Instead, they suggest that it is a shallow donor level of InCu that 

results in the defect tolerance of CIGS. More quantitative models beyond the dilute defect limit, 

including a description of the complexation kinetics (e.g. using Monte Carlo techniques) are 

needed on this topic.  

Defect complexes are also responsible for light-induced and voltage-bias-induced metastability in 

CIGS. The VOC and capacitance of CIGS increases under illumination with long-wavelength 
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light121–123. The application of a reverse-bias voltage leads to a similar effect124,125. These changes 

are explained by a metastable increase of net acceptor concentration. On the other hand, the short-

wavelength illumination leads to the opposite effect of a decreased net acceptor density126. Lany 

and Zunger127 proposed that a (partial Schottky) defect complex of VSe-VCu is the origin of the 

light- and bias-induced metastability. The VSe-VCu complex exhibits amphoteric behaviour, acting 

as either a donor or acceptor depending on the position of the Fermi level in the bandgap. Persistent 

electron (hole) capture converts the VSe-VCu complex from a shallow donor (acceptor) into a 

shallow acceptor (donor), accompanying the metastable change in atomic configuration.  

Antisite defects, such as GaCu in CIGS, are also pointed out as the metastable defects that limit 

VOC. In III-V and II-VI semiconductors, such as GaAs and ZnSe, certain extrinsic donors, called 

DX centres, capture electrons, rather than donating them, accompanying large bond-breaking 

relaxation128–130. In CIGS, intrinsic DX-like behaviour is associated with GaCu capturing an 

electron131. The optical absorption facilitates carrier capture and recombination with structure 

relaxation. The electron trap and non-radiative recombination due to a DX centre is responsible 

for the drop of photovoltaic energy conversion efficiency, which is more significant in Ga-rich 

CIGS.  

Increased p-type conductivity has been observed in CIGS containing alkali metals such as Na and 

K132–135. The origin for the increased p-type conductivity is attributed to a variety of point defects 

and the passivation of grain boundaries. Based on DFT calculations136, Forest et al proposed that 

Na incorporation decreases the formation of InCu antisites, by forming NaCu, and thereby enhancing 

the hole concentration. On the other hand, Na antisites, Na(In,Ga), can act as electron acceptors132. 

However, they are not likely to contribute to the increased hole concentration due to their high 

formation energies136–138. Na and K also tend to segregate to the grain boundaries and passivate 

donor defects139,140.  

Similar to CdTe solar cells, a lot of attention been devoted to the understanding of grain boundaries 

in CIGS141–145. Studies suggest that Cu-deficient GBs act as hole barriers as the valence band edge 

energy is lowered141,145 and that deep levels of octet-rule violating bonds in GBs can be passivated 

by segregation of defects144. Band bending can occur because of the segregated charged defects in 

the GBs which modifies the long-range electrostatic potential142. Anti-correlation of  the Cu and 

In composition ratio in the GBs has also been measured143. 
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Kesterites 

I2-II-IV-VI4 quaternary semiconductors are a natural extension of II-VI (zincblende) and I-II-VI2 

(chalcopyrites) to more complex compounds, as explored in early work of Goodman146 and 

Pamplin147,148, and later using DFT-based screening procedures71,149,150. The crystal structure 

adopted by many of these compounds is based on the kesterite mineral (space group 𝐼4̅), with a 

specific arrangement of the I, II and IV cations on a diamond lattice, with spontaneous ordering in 

(201) planes that can be related back to the chalcopyrite structure149. Kesterites share many 

similarities to chalcopyrites in terms of chemical bonding, physical properties and photovoltaic 

device architectures. The principal advantage is the replacement of In and Ga by the more 

sustainable (lower cost and increased abundance) elements Zn and Sn. The bandgap of Cu2ZnSnS4 

(CZTS) is around 1.5 eV at room temperature, which can be lowered to 1.0 eV by alloying with 

Se towards Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe)151. 

The performance of kesterite solar cells is currently limited by a low open-circuit voltage152. The 

current record photovoltaic efficiency of 12.6%153 for kesterite solar cells is still below 

commercially competitive levels (15–20%). The possible origins of the low performance and VOC 

deficit are bandgap fluctuations reducing the effective bandgap, poor electrical contacts between 

CZTS and the Mo (back) or CdS (front) buffer layer resulting in rapid electron-hole recombination, 

and deep-level defects acting as non-radiative recombination centres in the bulk material154.  

Defect formation in quaternary compounds like CZTS is highly sensitive to the chemical potentials 

(growth conditions) with four elements (three cations) to control155–159 (see Figure 3). The 

existence of secondary phases such as ZnS and Cu2SnS3 (CTS) limits the choice of growth 

conditions to avoid harmful defects such as deep donors. The chemical potentials need to be 

adjusted carefully to form phase-pure CZTS and not to form harmful secondary phases and defects, 

simultaneously. Under Cu-rich conditions, highly conductive Cu2S may be formed and electrically 

short the device. The Zn-rich phase ZnS has a wide bandgap, reducing the absorption and hindering 

current collection. Zn-poor conditions lead to the formation of CTS, which has a bandgap smaller 

than CZTS160. The volatile nature of Sn makes SnS2 evaporate during the sulfurisation process, 

leaving the Sn-poor secondary compounds, such as Cu2S and ZnS. The remaining SnS2 also may 

contribute to a high carrier recombination rate161. Due to the narrow phase stability field of CZTS 

and the existence of rich secondary phases and defects, it is difficult to achieve high-quality CZTS 
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crystals or films. The associated structural and electronic inhomogeneity results in poor device 

performance relative to the theoretical maximum light conversion efficiency. 

In CZTS, there are two competing acceptors, CuZn and VCu, which are formed in Cu-rich or Cu-

poor conditions, respectively155,156,159. The acceptor level of CuZn is deeper than that of VCu. 

However, the lower formation energy of CuZn indicates its concentration is higher than that of VCu. 

Therefore, under Cu-rich conditions, CuZn contributes to hole carrier concentrations more 

significantly, while VCu is responsible for the hole carriers under Cu-poor conditions. The 

abundance of CuZn and VCu makes CZTS an intrinsic p-type semiconductor. Since, the acceptors 

are formed spontaneously when the Fermi level is high, n-type CZTS is difficult to be realised155–

157. 

As compared to CIGS, Cu2ZnSnS4 has more potential antisite defects, because the group 13 

elements (In and Ga) are replaced by group 12 (Zn) and group 14 (Sn) elements in CZTS. Since 

the size and valence difference of the Zn and Cu cations are small, the antisite ZnCu can be easily 

formed as compared to CuIn and CuGa in CIGS155–157. Although it is difficult to distinguish between 

Cu and Zn using standard X-ray diffraction techniques, neutron diffraction has provided direct 

confirmation of site-disorder in the Cu-Zn sublattice of kesterites162. Similarly, other charge-

compensated defect complexes, such as VCu+ZnCu, VZn+SnZn, CuSn+SnCu, are easy to form, with 

some experimental signatures of their presence163,164. Similar to those in CIGS, charge neutral 

complexes are expected to passivate deep donor levels and to decrease hole carrier 

concentrations155–157. 

CZTS exhibits a structural transition in the Cu/Zn sublattice at a critical temperature around 200 

°C162,165–171. The transition has been attributed to the disorder of cations, mainly Cu and Zn located 

at the 2c and 2d Wyckoff positions of the kesterite structure, respectively. DFT calculations predict 

the antisite defects to be formed in large quantity owing to the low formation energies155–157. Monte 

Carlo simulations showed the disordered cations form a cluster, which leads to a compositional 

inhomogeneity172. Such inhomogeneity results in bandgap fluctuations, which may contribute to 

the large VOC deficit in kesterite solar cells. Scragg et al171 predicted that the disorder introduces 

spatial bandgap fluctuations in the range of several hundred meV. However, recently, Bourdais et 

al154 questioned the effect of disorder on the efficiency. They claimed that disorder decreases VOC 
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yet increases JSC so the overall photovoltaic efficiency does not change significantly, as evidenced 

by samples annealed under a range of conditions.  

Photo-generated carrier lifetimes are a major limiting factor of power conversion efficiency in 

CZTS173–175 and are shorter than other technologies (see Table 1). One of the primary causes is 

donor defects trapping minority carriers (electrons). A high concentration of traps result in a 

reduction in carrier mobility and in turn a reduction in the recombination rate. When donor levels 

becomes deeper, the captured electrons recombine with holes rather than being slowly released 

back to the conduction band. During the deep-level recombination process (Box 3), the excess 

energy is dissipated via multiphonon (heat) emission. Recently, the sulphur vacancy was identified 

as a possible recombination center in CZTS176. However, it is yet unclear which defects act as the 

main non-radiative recombination centres in CZTS and how they can be removed or supressed. 

Again, further theory and experiment are required to shed light on this topic and enhance the 

performance of kesterite solar cells.  

Halide perovskites 

Semiconducting metal halides that adopt the perovskite crystal structure have been known since 

the 1950s177, and two decades later the hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskite CH3NH3PbI3 

was reported178. The first photovoltaic devices based on CH3NH3PbI3 were in a dye-sensitised 

solar cell configuration179; however, these have since been extended to solid-state mesoporous and 

thin-film architectures with performance exceeding 22% in small cells180. The building blocks of 

these materials are an anionic framework of corner-sharing lead iodide octahedra (PbI3
-), with a 

cation (e.g. caesium, methylammonium or formamidinium) present at the centre of each 

cuboctahedral cage (see Figure 1g). The upper valence band and lower conduction band are formed 

by the filled Pb 6s / I 5p and empty Pb 6p orbitals, respectively181. The electron and hole effective 

masses are light (m* < 0.2 me)182 The high-frequency relative dielectric constant of CH3NH3PbI3 

is 5, which increases to a static relative dielectric constant of ca. 24, and to a value of ca. 33 when 

molecular rotations are also included183.  

CH3NH3PbI3 (and related materials) exhibit unusual defect physics. The dominant point defects 

have been predicted to have shallow levels, which is ideal for photovoltaic applications184, and 

despite being processed at low temperature from solution, carrier mobility and lifetimes are not 

severely limited by lattice defects. The defect tolerance of the materials has been understood in 
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terms of the overlap of atomic orbitals and how they form the electronic band edges, in addition 

to effective dielectric screening185,186. In the development of perovskite solar cells, little attention 

was paid to point defects as high-performance could be achieved using standard processing routes. 

However, further improvements will require careful control of non-radiative processes that limit 

VOC to 0.1–0.2 V below the radiative limit187.  

Compared to the other systems discussed above, there is limited information available on point 

defects in halide perovskites. Particular care has to be given to the interpretation of temperature-

dependant measurements for these materials as they undergo a number of structural phase 

transitions and the dielectric permittivity exhibits a strong temperature dependence183,188. 

Concerning defect levels, a thermally stimulated current (TSC) study reported four signals: T1 and 

T2 were attributed to shallow centres, T3 to a phase transition, and T4 to a trap state at ca. 0.5 eV 

with a density of 1015 cm-3 189. In a recent deep-level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) study of high-

performance devices, three peaks were reported: A1 at 0.82 eV, A2 at 0.78 eV and A3 at 0.46 eV 

below the conduction band190. Peaks A1 and A2 were found to have the highest capture cross-

section, but were suppressed when the material was processed in an iodine-rich environment. 

Further caution has to be taken for the interpretation of capacitance features as these materials are 

mixed-ionic electronic conductors with activation energies for diffusion in an energy range similar 

to the measured levels,191 and ion diffusion can also be enhanced upon illumination192.  

The calculation of accurate defects levels in lead perovskites is problematic as a quantitative 

description of the electronic structure requires a relativistic description including spin-orbit 

coupling, which results in a large renormalisation of the bandgap182,193. Work by Du highlighted 

the sensitivity of the predicted defect levels to the choice of electronic structure Hamiltonian194. 

There is agreement that site vacancies involving methylammonium, lead and iodine – predicted to 

be the dominant point defects195 – do not result in sub-bandgap levels. Despite the facile ionisation 

of these donor and acceptor defects, the low carrier concentrations (< 1015 cm-3) that are commonly 

observed for the lead halide perovskites can be explained by ionic compensation196. In the 

Schottky-limit, the charges of each of the constituent site vacancies cancel: [VMA− ] + [VPb2−] = 3[VI+] 
which supresses the concentrations of free electrons and holes.  
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The most likely candidate for deep levels is excess iodine in the form of iodine interstials197, which 

has been shown to be efficient at trapping holes to form H and V centres (driven by I-I bond 

formation) that have been well established in other metal halide compounds198,199.  Annealing a 

perovskite film in excess iodine can fill iodine vacancies resulting in the generation of holes: 

VI+ + 12 I2(g) → II0 + h+  

or can additionally result in the formation of interstitial defects, for example: VI+ + I2(g) → II0 + Ii− + 2h+  

Indeed, treatment using iodine vapour has been found to increase the electrical conductivity and 

to enhance the hole concentration (the Fermi level can shift more than 100 meV towards the 

valence band)200. 

We are far from a clear understanding of defect processes in halide perovskites, in particular 

relating to the effect of light on defect formation and transport, which are the subject of on-going 

investigations201–204. Beyond processes involving native defects, there has been no clear 

demonstration of an all-perovskite p-n junction, and currently all high-performance perovskite 

solar cells employ an intrinsic (low doping level) perovskite layer in p-i-n type configurations. The 

design and demonstration of effective donor and acceptor dopants would allow for new solar cell 

architectures and application areas to be realised. 

Principles for defect control  

Each semiconducting material exhibits a distinct defect and doping selectivity – dictated by the 

underlying chemical bonding and crystal structure – and much research effort has been invested 

into understanding the underlying mechanics186. In this section, we outline a set of principles 

concerning defect control in semiconductors for solar cells.  

Overcoming doping limits 

In photovoltaic devices, it is necessary to control doping levels and carrier concentrations to 

fabricate effective semiconductor junctions and tune key material parameters including electrical 

resistivity, depletion widths, and Fermi level splitting.  
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Two types of behaviour limit the efficiency of doping: (i) solubility limits where the equilibrium 

concentration of a dopant is too low; and (ii) charge compensation limits where the charge of a 

dopant is cancelled either by a competing configuration (e.g. NaCd−  vs Nai+ in CdTe)  or other 

native charged point defects in the system (e.g. VCu−  vs InCu2+ in CuInS2). Solubility limits can be 

influenced by the growth conditions (chemical potentials) and even be bypassed by using non-

equilibrium synthetic procedures205. Charge compensation on other hand is more restrictive: if the 

formation energy of a compensating defect becomes negative, it will form spontaneously (so-

called charge killer defects)206. The Fermi level (carrier concentrations) in a semiconductor will 

be pinned at an energy corresponding to this spontaneous defect formation, and pinning levels 

have been observed in many compounds196,207.  

One solution to overcome doping bottlenecks of semiconductors is by tuning the processing 

conditions. For a binary material, AB, formed of a cation A+ and anion B−, n-type (electron) doping 

will require the suppression of VA− defects  and therefore cation-rich growth conditions. 

Conversely, p-type (hole) doping will require the suppression of VB+ defects and therefore anion-

rich growth conditions208,209. In the context of halide perovskites, p-type doping could be achieved 

by replacing some lattice Pb2+ by Ag+ forming AgPb− ; however, it would be necessary to prevent 

the formation of compensating iodine vacancies. While a condition of hole compensation is 

desired, i.e. [ AgPb− ]=  [h+ ], spontaneous iodine loss is likely to result in a condition of 

[AgPb− ]= [VI+], which negates the effect of acceptor doping. One solution is to simultaneously 

introduce a dopant while controlling the iodine chemical potential, e.g. processing the acceptor-

doped material in an I-rich atmosphere. In this way, it may be possible to develop robust p-type 

and n-type halide perovskites.  

A second solution is to choose an alternative host compound with a more favourable electronic 

structure. It has been observed that p-type doping is favoured in materials with “high” valence 

bands close to the vacuum level, and n-type doping is favoured in materials with “low” conduction 

bands210. This behaviour can be understood simply from a low ionisation potential (energy 

associated with electron removal) facilitating hole formation, and a high electron affinity (energy 

associated with electron addition) stabilising excess electrons211. The band energies of a 

semiconductor can be controlled either with chemistry (compositional engineering) or structure 

(crystal engineering). For example, a valence band more amenable to p-type doping can be 
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achieved by incorporating ions with low-binding energy valence orbitals such as Cu(I) 3d10, Ag(I) 

4d10, Sn 5s2 and Pb 6s2, whereas it has been shown the valence band of TiO2 can be modified by 

several eV simply by changing the polymorph (e.g. from rutile to anatase or brookite)212.  

Enhancing carrier lifetime  

The lifetime of charge carriers in solar cells can be as essential as the doping efficiency. The 

development of Si technology has shown the importance of intrinsic defects and dopants,16 

unintentional extrinsic impurities,28 and defects formed under operating conditions52,59 in 

achieving high light-to-electricity conversion efficiency.  

Carrier lifetime is reduced by trapping in deep defect centres and ultimately through recombination 

between electrons and holes. Solar cells usually operate in a low carrier density regime (n < 1017 

cm-3) where monomolecular recombination dominates; therefore, careful control of the 

concentration of deep level defects is essential (see Box 3). The physical process of non-radiative 

defect-assisted recombination is complex and couples the electronic and vibrational states of a 

material, so there are few established guidelines. In Si, chemical passivation is used to removed 

dangling bonds, whereas in CIGS, defect-defect interactions forming charge-neutral clusters serve 

to remove deep electron and hole traps. Recently, there has been significant progress in the first-

principles description of the capture cross-section and recombination rates for point defects in 

semiconductors176,213,214, which may enable the development of new structure-property maps and 

design procedures and principles in the near future.   

Practically, photo-generated carrier lifetime is enhanced not only by the removal of the defects and 

impurities, but also through changes in the device architecture. Several approaches have been 

pioneered in Si-technologies such as spatial modulation of the Fermi level with back-surface 

fields215 and heavily-doped regions near the electrical contacts14. The former is to reduce the 

density of recombination sites and the latter is to reduce the spatial overlap between the defects 

and charge carriers.  

Other solar cell technologies share the same fundamental working principles as Si, and thus these 

concepts can be adapted to enhance performance. For instance, the concept of the spatial separation 

of charge carriers and recombination sites has been realized in CIGS216 using a gradient in the 

In:Ga composition ratio, which raises the conduction band of the absorber material near the 

contacts and reduces interface recombination rates. More recently, the company First Solar 
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developed bandgap graded CdTe solar cells217 using a Cd(Se,Te) absorber layer. This approach 

could be adapted for CZTS, e.g. through the use of (Ag,Cu), (Zn,Cd) or (S,Se) chemical gradients. 

Halide perovskites and newly emerging systems such as SnS, CuSbS3, and FeS2 may so benefit 

from these advances to overcome their high-recombination rates and low cell voltages. For 

example, SnS has a bandgap of 1.1 eV which makes it comparable to Si, yet the champion solar 

cell efficiency is below 5% and the VOC is only 0.4 V.218  The minority carrier lifetime of SnS has 

been recently improved from < 1 ns  to  > 3 ns by avoiding low concentrations of avoiding extrinsic 

impurities,219 which has not solved the problem but  illustrates the importance of defect 

engineering.  

Outlook  

In the search for new photovoltaic materials, the magnitude of the bandgap and visible-range 

absorption spectrum are useful selection metrics220–222. We argue that consideration of point defect 

processes is just as essential. While a material may absorb sunlight, the presence of detrimental 

defects can severely hinder its ability to generate and transport photo-generated charge carriers. 

There is an abundance of materials with bandgaps in the visible range (1 – 3 eV), which make 

them attractive from consideration of the theoretical Shockley-Queisser limit, but very few classes 

of semiconductors have resulted in photovoltaic efficiencies above 10%. This is due both to the 

inability to control the equilibrium concentrations of electrons and holes (limits to doping) and the 

presence of efficient non-radiative pathways often involving sub-bandgap electronic states 

introduced by intrinsic defects and extrinsic impurities (low carrier lifetimes).  

The defect physics and chemistry of novel materials should be carefully assessed to screen and 

predict plausible high-efficiency photovoltaic materials. Indeed, defect tolerance has been 

proposed as a guiding principle for discovering new compounds185,223–226. However, the wide range 

of defect levels and processes found in current technologies (Table 2) show that they are not 

naturally defect tolerant, but rather processing routes and chemical treatments have been carefully 

developed over time to minimize the effects of the most detrimental species. We recognize that 

point defects are much harder to screen, measure and predict compared to bandgaps; however, we 

suggest that close collaboration between theoretical and experimental investigators, and between 

academic and industrial researchers, is required to develop more realistic and robust design 

procedures for next-generation solar energy solutions. 
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Box 1 | Equilibrium thermodynamics of point defect formation. The thermodynamic driving 

force for the formation of point defects in crystalline materials is configurational entropy. While 

perturbing the order of a crystal requires enthalpy (H), the overall free energy of a crystal (G) is 

lowered by the gain in entropy (S): G = H – TS. Minimising the free energy of a crystal with 

respect to the concentration of a defect (nd) yields a simple expression: 𝑛𝑑 = 𝑁𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑞𝑒(−∆𝐻𝑓𝑘𝐵𝑇)
, 

where N are the number of lattice sites, g represents a degeneracy factor (e.g. spin states), and ∆𝐻𝑓 

represents the formation enthalpy of the point defect. 

The reality of imperfect semiconductors is more complex for a system with a range of defects in a 

variety of charge states (q). The concentrations of electrons [n] and holes [p] must balance the 

concentration of charged donors (D) and acceptors (A): [𝑝+] + [𝐷+] = [𝑛−] + [𝐴−]. In modern 

defect theory, the equilibrium concentrations of defects can be calculated self-consistently by 

determining the Fermi level (EF) of the system under the constraint of overall charge neutrality. It 

has become commonplace to calculate such quantities using first-principles techniques; however, 

further advances are needed to incorporate finite-temperature effects (e.g. vibrational entropy and 

thermal expansion) and to more realistically simulate experimental growth conditions (e.g. 

thermodynamic activity of gases and solvents).  
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Box 2 | Classification of defect levels in semiconductors. When a crystal of Si is doped with P, 

the system gains an excess electron owing to the higher atomic number of the impurity atom. This 

excess electron could remain trapped at the substitutional defect site (neutral state of the defect) or 

could be donated to the conduction band of the host material (charged state of the defect) and 

become a free charge carrier. The energy difference between the charged and neutral states of the 

defect correspond to the ionisation level with respect to the conduction band, i.e. PSi0 →  PSi+ + e− . 

For B, which contains one electron less than Si, an equivalent acceptor level can be defined with 

respect to the valence band of the host material (BSi0 →  BSi−  + h+ ).  

 

Defects that introduce levels close (E < kBT ~ 25 meV at T = 300 K) to the valence or conduction 

bands are termed shallow and are effective at generating free charge carriers. The label of a defect 

as shallow can also imply that the associated electronic wavefunction is delocalised and 

hydrogenic. Defects that introduce levels deep in the bandgap (E > kBT) can still be activated 

optically, and can also act as effective intermediate states for electron-hole generation or 

recombination. Deep levels are often associated with a large lattice distortion and an electronic 

wavefunction that is localised on a single atom or a small group of atoms. If the defect 

wavefunction overlaps with the continuum of valence or conduction bands it is termed a resonant 

state, which may still be optically active. 

It is important to make a distinction between two types of defect level: optical levels correspond 

to fast (vertical Franck–Condon processes with no response in the local atomic structure) with the 

absorption or emission of a photon; and thermal levels that correspond to the transition between 

two energy minima on a potential energy surface (including the effects of structural relaxation). 

The energy surfaces of a defect are often shown in the form of configuration coordinate diagrams, 
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which contain information on both optical absorption and emission processes, as well as the 

thermal transition in the form of the zero-phonon line (ZPL). The configuration coordinate (y axis) 

refers to a combination of lattice vibrations (phonons) involved in the local relaxation of the defect 

centre. Defects with weak coupling to the lattice show a small shift in the ground and excited state 

potential energy surfaces and can be expected to be active for luminescence. Strong coupling to 

lattice distortions result in a large shift in configuration coordinate, supressing luminescence and 

promoting non-radiative transitions accompanied by multiphonon (heat) emission to the lattice.  
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Box 3 | Electron-hole recombination in solar cells. When a semiconductor interacts with light, 

photons with energy higher than the bandgap can excite an electron from the valence band into the 

conduction band, thereby generating an exciton that dissociates into a free electron and hole pair. 

The photogenerated electron and hole carriers collected at the p-n junction produce the current in 

a photovoltaic device. Therefore, carrier lifetime is one of the most important parameters that 

determines the performances of solar cells. Carrier lifetime is limited by the rate of electron-hole 

recombination, which can be radiative (with light emission) or non-radiative (with only phonon 

emission). The kinetics of the decay in the concentration (n) of photogenerated charge carriers is 

often modelled using a third-order rate equation of the form 
𝑑𝑛𝑑𝑡 = 𝐺 − 𝑘1𝑛 − 𝑘2𝑛2 − 𝑘3𝑛3, where 

charge-carrier generation (G) is offset by one-particle (k1), two-particle (k2) and three-particle (k3) 

recombination processes. The contribution from each process to the total recombination is 

sensitive to the carrier density (illumination intensity).  

 

In a low carrier density regime (n < 1015 cm-3), deep-level non-radiative recombination is often the 

dominant recombination mechanism. A deep level in the bandgap of a semiconductor provides an 

intermediate state that facilitates the sequential capture of minority and majority carriers, which 

can be described by Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) statistics. The recombination becomes an 

effectively first-order process (k1) as the kinetics are usually limited by the capture of the minority 

carrier. During the recombination process – which may occur in the bulk material, as well as at 

surfaces or interfaces – the energy is dissipated via emitting heat in the form of phonons (lattice 

vibrations).  

At the intermediate carrier densities, two-particle band-to-band recombination (k2) processes 

becomes important, where photogenerated electron and holes recombine directly by emitting 

photons. This is an unavoidable thermodynamic loss required by the symmetry of light absorption 

and emission processes (detailed balance). For valence-to-conduction band recombination, the 
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emitted photons can be reabsorbed by the material, which is termed photon recycling. For indirect 

bandgap semiconductors values of k2 are smaller than for direct bandgap materials, which places 

increased weight on k1 and k3 processes.  

In Auger recombination, a carrier collides with a second carrier of the same type. Following the 

collision, one carrier gains kinetic energy, being excited to a higher energy state, while the other 

carrier recombines with a third carrier of opposite type. Since three particles are involved, Auger 

recombination (k3) generally limits the carrier lifetime significantly only in very high carrier 

density regime (n > 1017 cm-3), but in the case of high-quality (low defect density) Si it is a limiting 

process under solar illumination.  
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Figure 1 | Crystal structure and electronic band structure of Si, CdTe, CuInSe2 and 

CH3NH3PbI3. a| Si in the diamond structure. b| Electronic band structure of bulk Si calculated 

using DFT with the HSE06 functional (open circle), and that obtained by empirical tight-binding 

(ETB) models. c| CdTe in the zinc-blende structure. d| Band structure of CdTe calculated using 

DFT/HSE06 (solid line) and empirical nonlocal scheme (open circle). e| Conventional unit cell for 

the chalcopyrite CuInSe2. f| Band structure of CuInSe2 in the body-centred tetragonal primitive 

cell from DFT/HSE06. Red, blue, and green colours represent the percentage of s, p, and d orbitals 

of In. g| Atomic structure of cubic CH3NH3PbI3. h| Quasiparticle self-consistent GW band structure 

(solid line) of the lead halide perovskite. Green, red, and blue depict I 5p, Pb 6p, Pb 6s, 

respectively. DFT/LDA band structure (dashed line) is shown for comparison. The valence band 

maximum is set to 0 eV in panel b, d, f and h. Panel b is adapted with permission from Ref. 227, 

APS. Panel d is adapted with permission from Ref. 228, Elsevier. Panel f is adapted with permission 

from Ref. 229, AIP. Panel h is adapted with permission from Ref. 230, APS. 
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Figure 2 | Formation energy of intrinsic point defects in CdTe under (a) Te-rich and (b) Cd-

rich conditions. Only the most stable charge states of each defect are shown for clarity. The levels 

A and B denote the predicted Fermi level pinning energy under equilibrium growth conditions. 

The deep acceptor level of Cd vacancy (VCd) and the low formation energy of Te vacancy (VTe) 

make it difficult to achieve p-type CdTe with a high hole concentration. The image is adapted with 

permission from Ref. 71, APS. 
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Figure 3 | Atomic chemical potentials that stabilise the formation of quaternary kesterite 

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) and formation energy of point defects under two growth conditions. The 

stability condition of the material with respect to its elements (2μCu + μZn + μSn + μS < ∆Hf) is 

further constrained by the formation of secondary phases. In panel a, CZTS becomes stable than 

its secondary phases in the blackened area, which is surrounded by several lines in which both 

CZTS and a secondary phase can be formed. The intersection points of the lines are denoted A–D. 

In panel b, CZTS can be only formed at condition G because of low chemical potential of Cu. 

Panel c and d show the formation energy of native defects in CZTS under conditions C (Cu-rich) 

and G (Cu-poor). The panels are adapted with permission from Ref. 156, APS.  
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Table 1. Comparison of Si and thin-film photovoltaic technologies. Efficiency relates to the 

record light-to-electricity conversion achieved in a photovoltaic device of at least 1 cm2 from Ref. 

51. CIGS relates to Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2, CZTS relates to Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4, while halide perovskite 

relates to CH3NH3PbI3. 

Technology Efficiency 

(%) 

Doping type Extrinsic 

dopants 

Common  

point defects 

Minority 

carrier 

lifetime 

Si 26.7 p or n B, P, Al14 Si dangling bonds, 

transition metals, B-O 

complexes 

8.8 ms57 

CdTe 21.0 p or n Cu, Cl, P VCd, VTe, TeCd, Te-Te 1 ns – 30 ns102 

CIGS 21.7 p - VCu, (In,Ga)Cu 10 –  

100 ns231 

CZTS 10.0 p - VCu, ZnCu, CuZn < 1 ns175 

Halide 

perovskite 

20.9 p or n - VPb, VI, VMA, Ii 100 – 1000 

ns232–235 
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Table 2. Sub-bandgap defect levels reported in Si, CdTe, CIGS, and halide perovskite. 

Positive and negative values of transition levels denote the transition level with respect to the 

valence band maximum and the conduction band minimum of the pristine host material, 

respectively.  

Technology Defect Transition level Reference 

Si Si dangling bond 0.31 (1+/0), 0.80 (0/1−) expt236 

 VSi 0.08 (2+/0), 0.91 (0/2−) calc50 

 B-O complex 0.34, 0.38, 0.41 (donor) 

0.26, 0.28, 0.31 (acceptor) 

expt54 

 CuSi 0.20 (1+/0), 0.54 (0/1−), 0.97 (1−/2−) calc44 

CdTe VCd 0.36 (0/2−) calc67 

 TeCd 0.50 (2+/0), 1.29 (0/2−) calc67 

 ClTe 1.3 (1+/0) calc67 

 unclassified 0.12, 0.14, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.32, 0.43, 

0.57, −0.64, 0.76, −0.79, −1.10 

expt87 

CIGS VCu 0.08 (0/1−)  calc237 

 InCu 0.86 (2+/0) calc237 

 VSe 0.52 (2+/0) 

0.08 (2+/0), 0.98 (0/1−) 

calc237 

calc117 

 VSe-VCu 0.29 (1+/1−) 0.86 (1−/2−) calc117 

 unclassified 0.6, 0.81, 0.1-0.4, 0.45-0.58, 0.33, 

0.3, 0.07 

expt238 

Halide 

perovskite 

Ii 0.15 (0/1−), 0.58 (1+/1−), 1.01 (1+/0)  calc194 

IMA 0.17 (1−/2−), 0.54 (0/2−), 0.91 (0/1−) calc194 

unclassified −0.46, −0.78, −0.82 expt190 
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